Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to characterize those symmetric Cantor sets which are <r-symmetrically porous in terms of a defining sequence of deleted proportions. In contrast to other notions of porosity, a symmetric Cantor set can be ^-symmetrically porous without being symmetrically porous.
Introduction
If A is a subset of the real line R and x £ R, then the porosity of A at x is defined to be .. k(A,x,r) hm sup -----, r-.o+ r where k(A, x, r) is the length of the longest open interval contained in either (x, x 4-r) n Ac or (x -r, x) D Ac and Ac denotes the complement of A . A set is said to be porous at x if it has positive porosity at x and is called a porous set if it is porous at each of its points. The symmetric porosity of A at x is defined as ,. y(A,x,r) hm sup ^----, r->0+ tr where y (A, x, r) is the supremum of all positive numbers h such that there is a positive number t with t + h < r such that both of the intervals (x -th, x -t) and (x + t, x + t + h) lie in Ac. (A notation that we find useful is to set so(A, x, r) = y (A, x, r)/r.) A set A is symmetrically porous if it has positive symmetric porosity at each of its points. A set A is rj-porous (fj-symmetrically porous) if it is a countable union of porous (symmetrically porous) sets. The concepts of rj-porosity and cr-symmetric porosity have been shown to be distinct in [4] and [8] .
The notions of porosity and a -porosity have proved quite useful in real analysis as a means of describing the smallness of sets that arise as exceptional sets to some type of nice behavior. A survey of porosity as well as these types of applications may be found in [9] . Recently, the more restrictive concepts of symmetric porosity and er-symmetric porosity have begun to find similar uses. For example, Zajicek [10] improved upon a theorem from [1] , by showing that the exceptional set to a certain nice behavior of continuous functions, which was known to be a -porous, is actually cr-symmetrically porous; and Evans [3] has recently extended this result of Zajicek to a wider class of functions.
The purpose of this paper is to characterize those symmetric Cantor sets which are er-symmetrically porous in terms of a defining sequence of deleted proportions. (Symmetric Cantor sets are quite useful for constructing examples of pathological behavior. Examples of such constructions can be found in [4] and [2] .) In [7] and [6] necessary and sufficient conditions were established for a symmetric Cantor set to be porous. There it was shown that such a set is porous if and only if it is cr-porous. With symmetric porosity the situation is markedly different: a symmetric Cantor set can be a -symmetrically porous without being symmetrically porous. We shall give an example of such a symmetric Cantor set at the end of this paper. Interestingly, it turns out that a symmetric Cantor set is cr-symmetrically porous if and only if it is cr-porous. We begin by establishing the necessary notation in the following section. where \H\ is used to denote the length of an interval H. In the obvious manner each a £~L* determines a unique point in W(a"). We shall denote this point by xa. Finally, we adopt the notation d(x, I) for the distance from a point x to an interval /. Proof. If &(a") is rj-symmetrically porous, then it is a-porous and hence by [7, Theorem TH] lim sup a" > 0. Now suppose lim sup a" > 0. We denote the union of the complementary intervals of stage n by 7";o ; that is, In,o = U|o-|=n ¡a • Let sn denote the length of any J", where |cr| = «, and define I* , to be the union of those intervals of length 3a"s"/4 which are centered between adjacent components of I"to and which do not intersect I"to ■ Note that the components of I* , either contain or are contained in the components of U"<"'m,o. We let In,l=(\Jlm,o)ur",i \m<n } Proceeding inductively, for k > 2 we define I"tk to be the union of those intervals of length (a"/2 4, a"/2k+x)s" which are centered between adjacent components of \Ji<k Inj and which do not intersect \Ji<k I"ti. Let a = lim sup a" , and assume a"k -> a. Note that there is an Me N depending only on a such that IKk, m ¥= 0 > but I"ktm = 0 whenever m> M. If a > \, then Proposition 1 in [5] assures that W(a") is symmetrically porous, so we assume here that a < j . Note that if x ^ ^(a"), then x e 7"0)o for some «o, and hence x £ I"kyX whenever nk > no. Thus, EIko ç W(an). Let e > 0 be given. There is a K > ko such that \Ja\ < e/2 whenever \a\ = nk and k > K. Let k > K. As Combining this result with those in [6] and [7] we now know that the following are equivalent statements for a symmetric Cantor set ?(a,) :
Preliminary notation
(1) ?(a") is porous. Suppose that W(an) has symmetric porosity a > 0 at xa . Then there exists a sequence {I7n, IXn} of contiguous intervals such that:
(1) y", t" G I, with \yn\, \t"\ g S; (2) |y"|<|T"|; (3) min{|j>"|, |t"|} -> oo, as n -» oo ; Hence, r(Iïn, ITn) < -L24_(lT"H}'nl), and in view of (5) this can occur for only finitely many n , completing the proof of Claim 1. Hence we have that \y"\ = |t"| for all sufficiently large n . Since |y"| g S, there is a nonnegative integer kn such that S(kn) = \k\ + \kn = \yn\. again contradicting (5) and establishing the claim. Thus we may assume that both IYn and IT" lie in /»i«*., and \y"\ = S(kn) = |t"| . However, for any two such intervals it is easy to see that I7n n (2xa-IXn) = 0, and thus r(IJn, IT") = 0. This contradiction completes the proof of the example.
